
X-RAY black with TÜV certi ed X-RAY/TUV

Price: 

€355.00 

EAN: 
5901350045589

A bio- replace that will change any interior.
Its minimalism and elegance will give the
room a new dimension. An ecological

replace gives a real re, which not only
creates a unique atmosphere, but also
warms.

Technical Speci cations
Fuel type biofuel of biological alcohol
Weight (kg) 9,6
Material painted steel, glass
Width (cm) 100,00
Height (cm) 50,00
Depth (cm) 30,00
TÜV certi cate Yes
Colour black
Type of bio replace hanging
Capacity of bio insert (l) 1,40
The lenght of the re line (cm) 75
Fuel container (H x W x D) (cm) 5,4 x 89,3 x 9,4
Glazing Yes

Shipping in package 
transfer - zł18.00
COD - zł23.00
Implementation within 

14 days

https://kratki.com/sklep/en/produkt/8058/x-ray-black-with-tuev-certified
http://www.kratki.com
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Features
Would you like to quickly change your home interior so that it takes on an original and expressive
character? Bet on a bio- replace! It's not only a unique decoration, but also an effective source of heat
that can raise the temperature by several degrees Celsius!

 

EXCEPTION

Especially for the most demanding ones we created a unique bio- replace. X-RAY attracts attention
with its perfect proportions and minimalism. Thanks to its construction, it will be perfect for a recess
or an individual development.

Glazing additionally emphasizes the beautiful vision of the re, and also increases safety of use. The
whole de nitely goes beyond any schemes.

X-RAY will make your interior unique. Everyone who visits you will be enchanted by the beauty and
warmth coming from your bio- replace!

 

EASY INSTALLATION AND USE

You only need a moment to enjoy the warmth and view of the re. Pour the biofuel to the level marked
in the container, set the re and you're done!

Importantly, you can extinguish the ame at any time.

 

ECOLOGICAL HEATING

We're all about ecology! Buying our bio- replace you care about the environment. You do not
contribute to the formation of smog. All this is due to the fact that the products of biofuel combustion
are only: heat, water vapour and a negligible amount of carbon dioxide (as in the air exhaled by us).

An X-RAY replace is an effective source of heating. It increases the temperature even by a few
degrees Celsius and the heat produced is 100% returned to the room.

 

100% SAFETY

Trust us, like more than 1,000,000 other users around the world! Bet on a proven manufacturer with
over 20 years of experience. Don't be fooled by cheap opportunities...

The production process of our equipment is constantly monitored by TÜV Rheinland Poland. The X-
RAY replace has a German TÜV safety certi cate. Thanks to this, innovative solutions and strict
quality control, you can be sure that you are getting a top class product.

 

 



Technical drawing

Additional options

Liquid for bio- replaces 
Ecological source of energy: bio-ethanol liquid -
packaging: 1L.

€6.54

Liquid for bio- replaces 12 pcs. 
Ecological source of energy: bio-ethanol liquid -
packaging: 12 pieces.

€78.50

Aromatic liquid - coffee 
Ecological source of energy: bio-ethanol liquid -
aromatic - COFFEE - packaging: 1L.

€6.54

Aromatic liquid - coffee 12 pcs. 
Ecological source of energy: bio-ethanol liquid -
aromatic - COFFEE - packaging: 12 pcs.

€78.50
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Aromatic liquid - forest 
Ecological source of energy: bio-ethanol liquid -
aromatic - FOREST - packaging: 1L.

€6.54

Aromatic liquid - forest 12 pcs. 
Ecological source of energy: bio-ethanol liquid -
aromatic - FOREST - packaging: 12 pcs.

€78.50

Decorative stones 
A set of decorative stones for a bio- replace - 1 kg.

€2.34

Decorative stones FIRE GLASS -
black crystal 
Decorative glass stones create an interesting and
aesthetic nish in the bio replaces, gas replaces
and gas heaters. Weight: 1 kg.

€22.66

GLOW FLAME ember bre 
GLOW FLAME is an innovative material which
apllies as lining both in standard bio replaces
powered by biofuel and in inserts powered by
natural gas or mixture of propane-butane gas.

€17.52

Decorative splints 
Ceramic splints for bio- replaces are an excellent
decoration, both for hanging and standing bio-

replaces.

€35.05

Birch splints 
Ceramic splints for bio- replaces are an excellent
decoration, both for hanging and standing bio-

replaces.

€42.06

MIX splints 
Ceramic splints for bio- replaces are an excellent
decoration, both for hanging and standing bio-

replaces.

€35.05
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Kratki.pl Marek Bal 
ul. W. Gombrowicza 4 
26-660 Wsola/Jedlińsk 

www.kratki.com 
+48 48 338 44 88 Date of publication:

01.04.2020

MIX VII splints 
Ceramic splints for bio- replaces are an excellent
decoration, both for hanging and standing bio-

replaces.

€47.20

Warranty
All the products available at www.kratki.com are brand new, free from any physical or legal defects
and have been legitimately introduced on the international market. The Producer grants a 2-year
warranty from the moment of purchase of a bio replace for its reliable operation. The purchaser of
the bio replace shall read the operating and assembly manual.

Return
A Customer being a Consumer, who has concluded the Sales Contract may rescind thereof within a
period of 14 days without giving any reasons. The time limits run for the rescission of the Sales
Contract shall commence at the time of acquiring the Goods by the Customer or a third party of
their choice, other, however, than a carrier. The representations may be submitted in a form whose
template has been published by the Seller at the Online Shop Website.

https://kratki.com
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